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In this opening talk I will discuss and list some of the most pressing societal challenges we face today and argue that their solution requires both systems thinking as well as new methods and tools for dealing with intertwined technological and social complexity. These challenges include the provisioning of clean energy and mitigation of climate change, the revision of our health care system to maximize value as well as the renewal of our critical infrastructures including more efficient transportation and global logistics. All of these domains are in need of technological innovation, and such innovation is indeed happening. I will show specific examples of new technologies that have the potential for substantial impact such as on-board hydrogen fuel reformers and real time RFID monitoring and management of systems via the internet. However, by themselves such technologies cannot solve the challenges we face. Only once they are fully embedded into their host systems do they gain the potential to deliver value. This requires a broader perspective including issues of technology infusion and engineering change, costs and benefits, social acceptance and incentives as well as the role of government regulations and standards. Thus, the higher the level of abstraction, the more intertwined the technological, social and managerial dimensions of the problem will be. This is the overall challenge we face today and the main theme of this year's conference. I will close with a discussion of the role of System Design and Management in the context of Engineering Systems. Engineering Systems are the complex networks of artifacts and people that fulfill some of the most important functions in society today and we are striving towards better ways of modeling, analyzing, designing and management these systems in the future.
Let's get started with some items that you may have heard in the news before. It seems that for every positive there is a negative or at least an unintended consequence. What are the common elements in these various systems? People, technologies, networks and regulations. These systems exhibit emergent behaviors, i.e. behavior that is not obvious based on a linear addition of individual elements. Some of these behaviors add value and help fulfill societal needs, others destroy value.
How did we get here? We are just starting a book on Engineering Systems sponsored by the MIT Press and this is the main storyline. The story starts in the 18th century with the industrial revolution and the 19th century with the “great inventions” like the car, the telephone and the incandescent lightbulb. Over the course of the 20th century these led to systems that had a very specific purpose and started to scale in size as the world population grew from below 1 billion to over 5 billion. At the end of the 20th century we had more choices, so we started talking about the transportation system, communications infrastructure, energy generation and distribution etc… A new phenomenon in the 21st century is that these “single purpose” systems started interacting with each other in new ways. Communications supports better transportation, transportation requires energy, energy can be better channeled thanks to real time communications. These interactions are not only value added but are also causing unexpected vulnerabilities and interactions and depends on our human behaviors and social norms. The regulatory frameworks that were stable and worked well for the single purpose systems of the 20th century are now largely obsolete. How do we deal with privacy and the internet? Vulnerability to targeted attack of critical nodes? Dynamic pricing of electricity? This is the brave new world of ENGINEERING SYSTEMS. The vertical lines are what we call the three spines. Of course there are other spines like the health care system where one could argue that vaccination was one of the key inventions (along with surgical techniques), leading to infrastructure like hospitals. We will talk about Air Transportation in just a minute. The challenge now is that the classical research disciplines like engineering, economics, social sciences in isolation are ill-equipped to help us model, understand, manage and design these Engineering Systems better. So what is the formal definition of Engineering Systems?
What is/are Engineering Systems?

A Class of Systems
Engineering systems are characterized by a high degree of technical and social complexity and they aim at fulfilling important functions in society.

Emerging Field of Research
Engineering systems research is problem-oriented, developing and employing multiple methodologies, and balances quantitative and qualitative arguments.

Domains
- Extended Enterprises
- Critical Infrastructures
- Energy and Sustainability
- Health Care Delivery

Approaches
- Humans and Technology
- Uncertainty and Dynamics
- Design and Implementation
- Networks and Flows
- Policy and Standards

We embrace a dual definition of “Engineering Systems” as both a class of complex systems that are characterized by a high degree of technical and social complexity as well as an emerging field of research. In 2003 the NAE released a book entitled “A Century of Innovation: Twenty Engineering Achievements That Transformed Our Lives”. Many of these 20th century systems including the aircraft, automobile, health technologies, the internet and so forth deliver essential functions to society. However it is not only the technology but also the social elements and processes that are integral to value delivery. In addition to technological complexity there is intertwined social complexity where humans act as beneficiaries, operators, designers and builders of these systems. While there are many such systems we in ESD have chosen to focus on the 4 types of domains systems, listed below. The dual definition of Engineering Systems also refers to an emerging field of research where problems that cannot be solved by considering either the technology alone or the social aspects alone are tackled. In terms of general approaches (collections of related methods) we are employing a number of them including study of the human/technology interface, the management of uncertainty and dynamics of systems, their design and implementation across the lifecycle, modeling systems as interacting networks with multiple types of flows as well as bringing in policy and standards into the design space. I will use the “arrow symbol” to highlight methods that we will encounter later on.
One of the best and most familiar examples of an Engineering System is the Air Transportation System. Shown on the left is a multi-layered abstraction of the system as a set of interacting networks. The logic is that in the first layer we represent the basic demographic factors that lead to latent demand for transportation. Once materialized this demand leads to actual passenger flows which aggregate in to flights, i.e. the physical flow of aircraft. In order to support these flights both ground and enroute infrastructure is needed. Philippe Bonnefoy whose dissertation this graphic is taken from studied the scalability of this system and found that it was neither scalable nor scale-free due to capacity limitations at major airports. This capacity inadequacy leads to the delays that we are all familiar with. While there are operational strategies for mitigating delays, he showed that it is the emergence of multi-airport systems such as JFK-LaGuardia-Newark reestablishes scalability by using a regional rather than a local approach. Other issues emerge at the intersections of layers like aviation safety and accidents, emissions and pollution, competition with other modes of transportation as well as airline bankruptcies. Just last week, the International Air Transport Association nearly doubled its forecast for cumulative industry losses to $9 billion in 2009. In general these challenges all have to be weighed against the overall value to society that this Engineering System delivers.
In 2004 Chris Magee and I wrote an INCOSE paper that attempted to find a useful taxonomy, a classification scheme, for Engineering Systems. In this search we read a large number of papers on complex systems and their attributes going back as far as the so called “General Systems Theory” of the 1950s. We also polled faculty colleagues to send us specific example of systems they considered to be “Engineering Systems”. All in all we received close to 100 suggestions and we subsequently attempted to classify them using a number of attributes such as those shown here. The most useful, we thought, was to classify Engineering Systems in terms of their functional type. This can be expanded as a matrix by showing both the main process as well as the main operand upon which the system operates. For example in red is the Air Transport system we already discussed. Its function is to transport or distribute both cargo (matter) as well as humans and occasionally animals. Some other systems that will be discussed here are shown in bold. Traditional engineering artifacts cover mainly the gray portion of this matrix, i.e. the transformation, transportation of storage of matter, information and energy. There is one point were we did not achieve full closure and this pertains to the question as to whether monetary value and living organisms ought to be broken out separately as is shown here. We also found that the broader the system boundary of an Engineering System was defined the more cells in the matrix it would encompass.
I will now be discussing examples of Engineering Systems research problems, methods and results in a hopefully somewhat coherent context. I used three criteria for selection of the problems and methods that will be highlighted:

1. Representative of Engineering Systems domains and approaches
2. Spanning the spectrum from more technological to more social complexity
3. Mainly work that has been published and has been recognized as being of value

The graphic shows 5 research problems and how they relate to each other. The first is the question of how to quantify technological progress, i.e. the rate of innovation for some of the functional categories we discussed before. The second is a method for analyzing the infusion of new technologies into parent systems and products under uncertainty. The third vignette discusses new ways for modeling safety as a property that involves both technology and human organizations. In 4 we will look at the technology/human interface and the way in which driving performance may be affected by age and cognitive loading. Finally 5 is perhaps the problem that is largest in scope and has the most social complexity, i.e. the modeling of policy impact on climate change. Note that people are at the center of all these problems either as innovators, designers, operators or decision makers.
Chris Magee and Heebyung Koh developed a functional approach to quantifying technological process over a long time period, essentially since the beginning industrial revolution. They first gathered a large database for each of the three functions “storing, transporting and transforming” and then defined so called Functional Performance Metrics (FPMs) that would capture engineering tradeoffs and constraints. The FPMs are typically expressed as ratios of performance over mass, volume or cost. Shown here is a comparison of the evolution of information storage in units of Mbits/cm^3 and energy storage in units of Wh/kg over the last 120 years. They found that technological progress was essentially continuous, however that the leading technological artifact or concept could switch and that saturation could occur for particular concepts. They stressed the importance of using a semi-logarithmic representation rather than a linear one. They also quantified the rate of progress and showed that information technologies have been progressing at a much higher rate – about 20% per year – compared to energy-related technologies which only progress at ~4% per year within a 95% confidence interval. They hypothesize that this is due to the inherent loss mechanisms and efficiency constraints of energy systems which information systems are not subject to (Shannon’s law). It is interesting to note that capacitors are slated to overtake chemical batteries and flywheels as a means of energy storage by 2040 if current trends hold. The methods used in this research are essentially functional classification, empirical data collection and statistical analysis.
Design Structure Matrix (DSM)  
Multi-objective Optimization  
NPV Analysis  
Scenario Planning


Most technologies don’t have value in isolation, but only deliver benefits once they are embedded in a host system. This research strives to establish a rigorous quantifiable relationship between technology development, technology infusion and the societal impact of technology. This work was motivated by the development of a plasma fuel reformer that takes in air, fuel (usually high octane gasoline) and electrical energy to create a hydrogen rich gas. This hydrogen enriched gas can then be injected into the inlet manifold of an internal combustion engine in order to act as an octane enhancer. This allows to run the engine lean of stoichiometry, leading to better fuel economy and – hopefully – lower NOx emissions. We found that a boosted concept using a nominal compression ratio, air dilution and down-sized engine was superior across a wide range of technological, economic and regulatory regimes. The technology infusion methodology developed here quantifies both the invasiveness of the technology in the context of the host system using a so called Delta-Design Structure Matrix (DSM), as well as the potential benefits. This approach has subsequently been applied to other domains such as Xerox’ new family of digital printing systems. The main methods that apply here are DSM, Multi-Objective Optimization, Discounted Cash-flow analysis and scenario planning.
Here is a Netdraw/Matlab rendering of the system network. The direction of each edges is not indicated.

It is a complex, hub-and-spoke-like network.

The nodes are numbered as in the dataset. Only 26% of the areas (shown in pink) were involved in the 87 CR dataset.
Here is a Netdraw/Matlab rendering of the process network. The direction of each edges is not indicated.

It is a fairly linearly-shaped network.

The nodes are numbered in order of their submission. They are also color-coded to representing the status of each node (CR). Like-nodes seem to be connected to each other
Here is a Netdraw/Matlab rendering of the social network. The direction of each edges is not indicated.

The nodes are numbered with the following scheme. (-1) is a quality engineer. Numbers <1000 are engineers. Numbers in the 1000s are administrators. Numbers in the 2000s are companies. The cyan nodes represent those people who submitted at least one CR. The yellow node represent those people who are only associated with CRs as assignees.

The disconnected cyan nodes (321, 309, 30, etc) are submitters who proceeded to implement their own CR (with no one else involved); hence these nodes have no neighbors. The one disconnected yellow node (421) is an assignee to a CR whose submitter was unknown.
Here is Netdraw/Matlab rendering of the three-layered network. The color coding scheme for the node is the same as before. Intra-layer edges are light gray, while inter-layer edges are black.
Drivers of complexity

- Number and types of components
- Interfaces between components
  - Physical interfaces
  - Mass, Energy and Information Flows
- System architecture
  - Relative arrangement of components defines system architecture (loops, buses, modules ..)
  - Drives system integration effort
- Multi-Level Network Analysis of Complexity (3Ps)
  - Product/Physical System → Engineering
  - Processes/Management → Management
  - People/Organization → Social Sciences
**Problem**

Quantify the driving Performance of individuals under different cognitive task loading and demographic factors.

**Result**

A model for driver performance under off-nominal conditions including impairment by secondary tasks. Demonstrated that Young (19-23) and Older (51-66) drivers performed equally well but use different adaptation.

**Impact**

Establish scientific connection between personal mobility and ageing. Impact on population through Hartford "campaign" to educate families and older drivers.

---

The AgeLab – under the leadership of Dr. Joe Coughlin - studies who humans age and how this process affects their health, wellbeing and also their personal mobility. In this research a number of individuals are brought in and are asked to perform a driving simulation in a fixed simulator we lovingly call “Miss Daisy”. The problem that is addressed here is that humans do not perform as well when they are distracted by secondary tasks – such as making telephone calls – that will add to their cognitive load and that this may be influenced by their age and gender among other factors. The results obtained here for a sample of 37 individuals in two groups (Younger 19-23 years, Older 51-66 years). Test subjects were asked to place a call to a doctors office using a hands free phone system during P2. It was found that both groups performed the cognitive task equally well but that they managed the extra cognitive load in quite different ways. While the older drivers maintained a relatively steady pace throughout, they drove slower and made longer pauses at stop-lights. Their heart-rate remained steady throughout. Younger drivers on the other hand seemed to drive faster overall and needed to modulate their behavior more strongly when cognitive task load increased as reflected both by their longer pauses and higher heart rate during P2. Work is ongoing in also testing the older population >70 where driving performance may be a bigger issue. This research has also had an impact on the broader conversation amongst generations as exemplified by the recent campaign funded by the Hartford insurance company. The methods used here include simulation, human experiments and social science methods like controlled surveys.
5- Impact of Policy on Climate Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Modeling the impact of different Greenhouse gas (GHG) stabilization policies on Earth’s surface temperature in the next century</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Developed a model of Earth’s temperature evolution which is scientifically grounded both in Earth Science and Policy. Quantified probabilities of rise between 1-8 deg C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Comparison of three major policies and characterization of their probability density functions. Communication about the severity of the threat using “roulette wheel” representation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prof. Mort Webster and his colleagues in EAPS are quantifying the impact of greenhouse gas emissions policy on future global warming under multi-domain uncertainty. The bedrock of the work is MIT Integrated Global System Model which has been developed for over a decade. The Earth System part of the model captures all major sources of anthropogenic emissions, climate sensitivity, heat taken up by the oceans and other factors such as land use change. By relating the Human Activity model and the Earth system model to each other through very extensive Monte-Carlo experiments a variety of important output parameters such as mean Earth surface temperatures can be estimated. These results are probabilistic. Different policies can be turned “on” and “off” and their impact can be assessed through simulation. The researchers created a pair of ‘roulette wheels.’ as an alternative means of presenting the results to policy makers and the public. The wheel on the right depicts their estimate of the range of temperature change over the next 100 years if no policy change is enacted on curbing greenhouse gas emissions. The wheel on the left assumes that aggressive policy, corresponding to a CO2 concentration of roughly 550 ppm is enacted. While other climate models exist, the MIT model is the only one that interactively includes detailed treatment of possible changes in human activities as well - such as the degree of economic growth, with its associated energy use, in different countries. This research has received wide press coverage and serves as a renewed wake-up call to policy makers. The methods used are climate modeling, simulation, DOE and policy analysis.
Both empirical methods and theoretical methods are used in concert with each other. **Empiricism** emphasizes scientific knowledge that is closely related to evidence, especially as discovered in experiments. It also includes observations of the natural world—and in our case the artificial, man-made parts of the world. A list of empirical methods is shown in blue on the left. Engineering Systems also works on **theoretical methods** like the ones listed on the right side. However, we always strive to verify theoretical models or results against empirical data leading to a constant “ping pong” game between observation and modeling through induction and deduction. Some research in complex systems such as the popular “network science” abstracts systems to the point where a binary adjacency matrix is all that is known about the system. Fundamental laws and statements are then derived for these “complex systems”, and these are often contrasted to random networks. We are somewhat skeptical that this will lead to deeper insights, but perhaps there is a path forward by enriching simple network models through things like node and edge attributes, time-dependencies and bringing in multiple interacting layers. One of the fundamental challenges of Engineering Systems research is that it is not generally possible to conduct full-blown physical experiments in a neatly contained university laboratory space. So, rather than putting the laboratory in the university we often put the university in the real world laboratory. Again, as AgeLab and others – such as the Humans and Automation Lab directed by Missy Cummings - have demonstrated, we can combine both university laboratory and field work in new and powerful ways.
Has there been progress since 2004? Of course I am biased about this, but I am very encouraged by what has occurred and where we are headed. There are a number of generically applicable methods and tools emerging such as the ones I discussed (FPMs, TIA, STAMP …) and those that I did not discuss such as OPN/OPM. We also have a much better understanding of the “Illities” such as designing systems for lifecycle properties such as changeability, safety, survivability etc.. And … dare I say it … there are emerging principles such as what Dick Larson call’s the Law of Unintended Consequences. Also, there is evidence of making an impact in the real world and while scientific papers and citation counts are important they are not the only measure of impact. Examples of impactful Engineering Systems research that I did not mention are Yossi Sheffi’s work on Enterprise Resilience and research on flu preparedness and flu vaccine supply chains. There are others and I apologize that I don’t have more time to be comprehensive. We can also measure the impact of Engineering Systems in our student body. This chart shows the increase in the number of total credit hours taken in ESD subjects by MIT students over the last decade. This is not what we offer this is what is actually taken, this is instantiated “market demand”. We have seen a 4-fold increase from about 5,000 credit units to over 22,000 credit units per academic year. The recent flattening is not due to slowing interest but to our limited capacity.
Future Research in Engineering Systems

- Developing and refining a unified approach for modeling complex engineering systems including their technological, social and natural components
  - Object-Process-Methodology, SysML, Network Science, Agent-based Modeling, Matrix Methods, System Dynamics
- Multi-layer network modeling
  - Recall Air Transportation Example. Most systems can be represented as interacting layers: social/organizational, technological, process-layer
- Bayesian Learning in Policy Design and Analysis
  - Treating policy as a control problem where not the control inputs (=actuator commands) are fixed, but the desired outcomes
- Systems Architecture for Lifecycle ("Illities")
  - Making causal connections between system form-function patterns (e.g. modularity) and quantifying their lifecycle properties explicitly, e.g. evolvability, safety, sustainability etc...

I did want to give the impression that Engineering Systems is a mature field. On the contrary we are just at the beginning. And just as the variety of methods I described there are many opinions as to where we could or should go. In terms of the four domains we will continue to deepen in the first three, but we see “health care as a system” as an important one where Engineering Systems can make an important contribution. While we already have a number of activities in this area we will need to attract resources and new faculty in this area as well as develop synergies among these projects. Methodologically I list four areas of interest: (i) developing a unified language for modeling complex systems, (ii) multilayer network modeling, whereby usually at least three layers are present including a technology layer a social layer and a sort of “process” layer that connects them. Policy Design has tended to be static and the concept of Bayesian Learning seems important to adapt and adjust policy as future uncertainty reveals itself. Finally we are not yet done with understanding systems architcting for lifecycle. In particular the role of system structure and modularity (or decomposability) seems to be coming back as a central issue.
I would like to leave you with this picture that represents a network of ~2600 changes in the design of a complex radar system at Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems based on Monica Giffin’s SDM thesis. This is joint work with John Clarkson who will speak later. We were stunned to find this and the mechanism that gave rise to this complex network … but this will be for another day. Thank you for your attention and I would be happy to answer any questions.